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In light of the cost involved, the raffle tickets will be one for $20, three for $45 and 6 for $60. The raffle will be
held Saturday morning before heading out to fish / just as some are turning in from an all night bender. Before
anyone complains about ticket prices, I'm funding the entire thing out of my pocket (which I really can't afford)
and the money goes to FUDR.
Confirmed prizes will include:
*Redington hats / bottle openers
*Simms Shirts
*8'6" - 3 weight fly rod
*Teton Tioga fly reel with spare spool
*Framed / matted water color by Dave Weaver
*couple of other things I can't think of right now but might have a case of lager on there for DaveS

Other possible prizes:
*fly box / fly assortment (30-40 flies)
*Possible additional fly rod
*Possible used Outcast pontoon
Any prize will have a value in excess of a ticket. Raffle will be done with all prizes laid out, pick a number, that
person gets choice of what's on the table. That person is then out of the drawing until all others have had a
chance. The first time we did this, the first two numbers were the same person and he got the 2 best items on
the table which caused some grumbling. If you want to donate anything to the swap, please PM me. It's for a
good cause that has helped with the very fishery we are up there enjoying. Dig deep
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